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Superintendent? 

District Level 
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Instructional 
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Assistant 
Principal?



New 
job? New 

role? 

New school? 

Same 
Everything?

New initiative 
to implement? 









In moments when you are put on the spot and have the chance to 
share who you are and what you believe, you need to be ready. 

It may be…

 When interviewing for a job

 When interviewing others for a job

 When leading any group of people

 When introducing yourself to students, parents, peers, etc. 

 Or….





We have individual ones…

“In everything be first, best, or different.”

“Always err on the side of the kid.”

“Be a positive influence because you may be the only one.”

And collective ones….

“Your Kids are our Kids too.”

“Never punish the whole for the mistakes of the few.”

“If there is no learning, then there is no teaching.”
All







Think about the following questions:
 What do you want people to say about you as a professional when 

you are gone?

 What do you most want to be remembered for?  

 What matters to you as an educator?

 What do stand for?

 What do you believe in?

 Using these as guides, take 15 minutes to write out what you hope your 
professional eulogy would be. It could just be bullet points of ideas or a 
full eulogy. Be specific, move beyond loves kids or great educator, and 
get into the heart of who you are.

AS



When developing your philosophies, think about the following:

 Do you really believe it?

 Are you able to give examples that show it in practice?

 Is it clear and understandable?

 Would it give someone an idea of how you would handle 
different situations? 



A Personal Education Philosophy is a clear statement that 
summarizes a belief that you have about education that impacts how 
you work with students.



Based on what you would like said about you in your 
professional eulogy and what we have discussed about 
personal education philosophies, put yours into words. 

It may be one or multiple.  

If you already have yours, think about you communicate 
them to others and how they influence your practice. 
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 Get feedback from your boss

 Get feedback from supervisors, leaders in the school, peers, etc.

 Get feedback from students

 Review Data

 Review your own thoughts and feelings

 Ask yourself the following questions:

 What was getting in the way of student learning?

 When did I see true learning occur?

 Where did students show growth?

 What aspects can I control?
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1 – Know what you are walking into….

Research the school

Review available data

Talk to people who work there

2 – Interview your boss 

3 – Solidify your personal philosophies

4 – Develop your vision

5 – Create a plan to get short term wins



• Everyone is judging you

• Be who you are

• Don’t try too hard

• Have a plan of what you want to                                                              

learn and do that first day, but                                                                    

be prepared to spend the whole                                                                        

day just greeting everyone who comes to visit you
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• Take notes of who you meet                                                                                  

and what they say

• Be wary of making any decisions too                                                           

quickly or of people who say things                                                                       

have to be decided at that very moment. 
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Know that it is okay to say…





Ask a variety of people in a variety of formats



Once you have the feedback, you need a way to compile it, share it 
out (as needed) and act upon it (as needed)

Look at the “Developing an Initial Feedback Plan” in your 
participant hand out.
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Your personal philosophies must 
drive your decision making.

Decide what your 
non-negotiables are.

Uncover your barriers to success

find ways 
around them or through them!



1. Remove things that are harmful to students

2. Remove barriers to student learning

3. Remove barriers to effective teaching



Find short term wins 
for each stakeholder 
group

Publicize those wins

Give credit where 
credit is due



We have all heard that when it comes to creating a quality lesson or unit; 
now apply it to the bigger picture. 

After a year, what does your classroom(s), school, etc., look like and sound 
like?  How will you know that you were successful?

Take 10 minutes to list out what your idea of what success looks like.  Be 
specific.  The more specific you are, the easier it will be to plan the steps to 
get where you need to go. 



Now that you have defined what success means to you, you need to set 
concreate goals and a plan to work toward those goals.  

 You need to have goals to help keep you focused or you will try to work 
on everything and actually get nothing accomplished. 

 We recommend having one academic goal, one school culture goal, and 
one community/family goal

 Make sure that your goals are not in conflict with those of your supervisor, 
school, district, etc. 



When developing strategies for getting to those goals think about:

 What will be your first step(s)?

 What help or resources may you need?  

 How will you know that you have meet your goals?

 How often will you assess?
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When deciding what needs to change, keep the these three key 
points in mind:

1. Remove things that are harmful to students

2. Remove barriers to student learning

3. Remove barriers to effective teaching



Sometimes it is easier to see what needs to be disrupted when you are on the outside 
looking in.  What do you notice in this clip?

Ally’s F

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6alkd7


Now think about your own school.  While you may not see something this 
extreme, we all have examples of things that are not serving students well.  

1st Identify what those things are

2nd Prioritize what needs to be fixed first

3rd Implement the change needed to fix the problem

Be wary of making changes for changes sake or making changes without 
doing your homework first. 



You can’t 
just 

remove…
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Whether you are hiring people and just putting a group together 
to accomplish a task, find the right people is imperative. 

Figure out who…

 To bring with you

 To move

 To get “on board”

 To push “overboard”



 Being skilled at 

interviewing takes time. 

 Work to develop and 

refine questions over time.

 Have in mind what the 

“right answers are and 

what you are listening for.

 Trust your gut

 Assess overall 

communication ability 

during an interview



“If I were in your class bell to bell, what 
would I see?” 

“Listen fors”:

Introductory activity/students are engaged in 
learning immediately

Activities that change frequently enough for the 
age group

Differentiation plan to work with all students

A level of innovation

Students have opportunities to practice new skills

A built-in plan to assess student learning

“Red Flags”:

Expectations that all students will learn all skills 
the first time



“What do you know about our school?” 

“Listen fors”:

Having an answer (If they knew in advanced 
they would be interviewing with you)

A connection between the interviewee and 
what they saw about the school

A generally positive attitude

“Red Flags”:

Excuses about why they didn’t have time 
to look it up

A negative attitude about the school or 
students

A totally misguided attitude about the 
school or students.



“You have asked a student to stop blurting out in class (or 
another typical student misbehavior) and the student stops, but 

then quickly begins the behavior again. What do you do?”

“Listen fors”:

Consistent rules and consequences

Description of undesired behavior as 
opposed to undesirable child

Partnering with parents

No group punishments

Desire to understand why the 
behaviors are happening

“Red Flags”:

Extreme Punishments

Plan to quickly refer to the office

Negative descriptions of students

Allowing the behavior to continue



“If you have given a formative assessment and 50 percent of 
the students have not done well, what would you do? What if it 

were 25 percent? What about 80?”

“Listen fors”:

Teacher ownership of results

Re-teaching for those who need it

Analysis of assessment

Re-assessing after re-teaching

“Red Flags”:

Blaming the students

The same plan no matter the 
percentage of students who were 
successful



“What is an acceptable failure rate?”

“Listen fors”:

A determination to re-teach and 
re-assess after student failure 

Teacher ownership

Understanding of all that can 
cause students to fail

“Red Flags”:

An actual number

Blaming students

A belief no students will ever fail



“What are you looking for in a principal?” 

Common Answer:

Someone to support me

Better Answer: 

Someone to help me grow

“Listen fors”:

What the interviewee 
values in a principal

How the interviewee 
defines support or 
whatever s/he says s/he is 
looking for

“Red Flags”:

Negative comments about 
former principals

Wildly unrealistic 
expectations

Ideas about the role of a 
principal that do not align 
with yours



Possible topics you may cover in an 
interview

 Content knowledge

 Teacher experiences

 Flexibility, creativity, and adaptability

 Responsiveness

 Teacher use of data

 Dedication

 Beliefs and Philosophies

 Teacher/Student Relationships



Go to your participant packet and begin to write your own 
questions and what answers you are listening for.  

We will be role playing to evaluate the questions rather than the 
person who is answering the questions. 



Now that you have created your questions, it is time to try 
them out and see how well they work.  

Do they lead people to give you the answers that you are 
looking for or do you get something totally different?  

Do you need to create follow up questions?  

Do you have too many questions?  

Too Few? 



Get into groups of 4 and then pair up within the groups to begin. 

Each person in the pair will take turns being the interviewer and 
the interviewee.  This is a great time to get practice at both sides 
of the process. 

The other pair in your group will watch and give feedback. 







 Be consistent

 Explain the why

 Stand your ground, but admit 
when things go wrong.

 Things will always go wrong. 

 There will be an 
implementation dip

 Adjust as needed 







Some changes are philosophical while others are procedural. 

In either case, leading change involves three critical 
characteristics of the leader: 

Being Transparent

Accepting Responsibility

Sharing Leadership



Being Transparent

 Something that is talked about often, but hard to identify.

 Tell the truth. 

 You may not always be able to tell everything, but you never need to 
lie. If you can’t reveal something, don’t say anything. 

 Explain the rationale for your decisions. 

 Share information with all, rather than some, in a stakeholder group. 

 When everyone receives information at the same time, that shows 
equity—and that breeds trust.



Accepting Responsibility

Making mistakes can be embarrassing, but you must 
accept responsibility. 

“At our school, we won’t always do the right things, but 
we will do things for the right reasons.” 



Sharing Leadership

Whenever possible, get the people affected involved in the 
decision making process.

Don’t have pretend shared leadership; if you have already 
decided, don’t ask people’s opinions.

Sharing the leadership prevents that “us vs. them” mentality 
that isolates people from one another and interferes with 
collegiality and the improvement of the school.



When do you consider abandoning a change? 

 It is causing more harm than the status quo

 It is overwhelmingly not supported by those who are 
impacted by it

 It is opposed by those who rarely complain



Examples of things you can’t change

Student’s home life

State testing

District policies

Who your supervisor is

Who you work with for this current year



Think about instead

 How can you change your perspective?

 How can you change your attitude about it?

 How can you have an impact even if you can’t change?

 How can you minimize the negative effect it is having?

 How can you set up to be able to change it in the future? 



Put them in 
a fishbowl

Principals & 

Assistant 

Principalsdon’t be afraid to 
embrace conflict.

&
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Weaken their influence
Rock their world

Document… 
Document… 
Document…

Make them 

uncomfortable 

with a poor 

quality work

2

Principals, Assistant Principals, 

& others as assigned

Everyone

Principals

Everyone
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Approach them 

on your termsPrincipals, Assistant Principals, 

& others as assigned

Principal

Empower the leaders 

who are your followers

Slaughter 

Sacred 

Cows

Everyone
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Everyone

but

OR

Everyone
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A student centered environment is not one where teachers don’t 
matter. It is one where teachers are cared for and supported so that 
they can do what is best for students, and ultimately the welfare and 
education of students is at the heart of every decision. 













New Teacher Support & Mentoring



New Teacher Support & Mentoring

 Must be on going

 Must be structured as well as organic

 Make it clear who to ask

 Cover school specific vocabulary, procedures, school 

tour, etc.

 Include discussion of belief and philosophies



New Teacher Support & Mentoring

 Include frequently asked questions

 Involve them in events

 Choose mentors carefully

 Everyone new needs a mentor, but to varying levels



New Teacher Support & Mentoring

Benefits of a mentor program

 Higher teacher retention 

 More consistency for students

 Chance for leadership for the mentor teacher

 Improves overall school climate

Choosing mentors

 People you trust

 People who will have the right answers or know who to ask

 People who share your beliefs

 People who relate well to adults



New Teacher Support & Mentoring

Consider the following when pairing mentors & mentees

 Years of experience

 Age

 Life experiences

 Personalities

 Subjects/Grade levels taught

 Proximity



Designing a Mentoring Program

 Will vary based on your school, number of teachers, 
number of new teachers, etc. 

 Needs to provide opportunities in and out of school 
through out the year for mentors and mentees to interact

 Needs to be structured prior to the school year starting 
but flexible 



Designing a Mentoring Program
Provide mentors with a list of what you want them to review with their 
mentees and monitor through out the year such as 

 Classroom management

 Lesson planning

 Assessments

 Academic Success of students

 Grading

 Paperwork

 Relationships with students, parents, peers, administration

 New teacher’s overall health and wellbeing



Designing a Mentoring Program

A Variety of communication methods should be used including

 Emails

 Phone calls

 Texting

 Classroom visits

 Face-to-face conversations



Transparency about…

Budget

Who makes what decisions

Why things are done the way that they are

Philosophies and beliefs

Expectations



Have opportunities for …

Teacher Ownership

Teacher Leadership

Teacher Voice



 Allowing teachers to be a part of the development 
process for new initiatives 

 Creating an environment where teachers feel 
comfortable sharing new ideas and trying new things in 
the classroom.

 Having teacher run PDs

 Having teacher initiated pilot programs



Examples of Leadership Opportunities in Schools

 Team lead (grade level, content, etc.)

 Mentor (For students or teachers)

 Instructional coach

 Special Event Sponsor

 Club Sponsor

 Athletic coach



 Be observant

 Give small chances for leadership both 
volunteered for & assigned

 Engage in conversation about the future with 
your staff

 Ask others that you trust for their assessments



 Takes responsibility 

 Doesn’t try to get out of doing work

 Solves problems

 Pushes people forward

 Has the respect of others

 Doesn’t have a negative attitude about students





It is important to have an “open door” policy, but if this is your only strategy 
for hearing from teachers, you will hear from the same people over and 
over again and never hear from others. 

You need to have structures in place to hear from teachers, ways to vet what 
is being shared with you, and ways to let teachers know what you are going 
to do about them. 



The H.A.W.D.? Process

 Done on a quarterly basis

 Administered in a variety of formats

 Small Group

 Online

 Individual

 Allows teachers to share concerns 
on a variety of issues

 If two or more teachers share a 
concern, it is added to the list of 
what is addressed by the 
administration



As you have worked in 
schools, what morale 
boosters and teacher 
supports have 
mattered to you? 

Why?
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Includes caring for students

Academically 

Emotionally/Socially

Physically



Academic Interventions

Based on students needs as seen in their past and 
current data

Skills deficits are focused on mainly in the freshman year

Standards deficiencies are addressed in all classes 
particularly in tested subjects



“Intervention Teachers”

A pool of teachers who do not teach a tested subject

Assigned to a tested teacher’s class on a regular basis

Continues the class while the teacher works with 
students with standards deficiencies



Student Ownership of Data

Student data is shared and explained to students 
receiving skills deficit help through out the progress 
monitoring process.  

Data charts before and after benchmark assessments

Student academic progress is a part of discipline and 
always discussed at parent conferences regardless of 
the main focus of the conference



Individualized & Efficient

 Intervention teacher model

Use of blended learning model to provide students 
with individualized help and discreetly provide 
additional supports

Use of One Lunch time to do both skill and standards 
remediation through academic lunch detention

Social emotional supports in a variety of ways



Access to mental health providers at school

Restorative Practices/Restorative Circles

Small Learning Community Model

Advisor/Advisee Program – “Warrior Time”

Freshman Seminar

Growth Mindset incorporated into TN Ready Classes



 45 minutes long 

 Taught by school counselors

 Used instead of or in conjunction with punishment to try to stop unwanted behaviors

 Topics

 School Success – Academic

 School Success – Behavior

 Positive Interaction with Adults

 Anger Management

 Conflict Resolution

Behavior Intervention Classes



 “Packed with Love”

 Clothing provided for students in need

 “Free” t-shirts for students who return 
forms

 Access to technology in classes and 
during one lunch

 Warrior Free Bookstore



Marketing II 
students run 
the Warrior 

Free Bookstore 
during One 

Lunch & keep 
an inventory of 

the items.  



 To gain control you must give control to the students

 Give students more freedom and choice in a structure 
environment 

 Instead of constantly making the environment more restrictive and 
punishing all students for the mistakes of a few, add fun and 
student centered activities to your school environment and work to 
build a sense of personal responsibility in students by making 
hold individual students accountable for his/her own actions. 







Problem: Student’s unengaged in & misbehaving at school activities such as pep rallies 

Traditional Solution: Stop all pep rallies

Effect: Students continued the trend of misbehaving and were even more unengaged

Ultimate Paradox Solution: Restart pep rallies

Effect: Students participated and there have been ZERO discipline incidents during pep rallies

How it works: 

 Set forth clear expectations for behavior

 Over-supervise

 Students who receive ISS, OSS, or Restricted Lunch during the week leading up to the 
pep rally attend “alternative pep rally”, while everyone else is at the pep rally. 



Problem: Students causing disruptions at lunch; students skipping class to be with their 
friends at lunch

Traditional Solution: Requiring all students to sit during lunch; not allowing anyone 
to enter the cafeteria once lunch had begun. 

Effect: Disruptions continued, skipping continued 

Ultimate Paradox Solution: One Lunch 

Effect: Reduced disruptions at lunch; zero skipping during lunch

How it works: 

 All students go to lunch at the same time

 Students can eat in the cafeteria, courtyard, halls, picnic tables, or teacher’s 
classrooms

 Access to computer labs, clubs, activities, and tutoring

 All teachers have a club, activity, tutoring, or supervision duty, but also get their 
30 minutes to duty free lunch.

 “Restricted Lunch volunteers” 



What is your current problem that could benefit from an “ultimate 
paradox” solution?

Problem: 

Traditional Solution: 

Effect:

Ultimate Paradox Solution: 

Desired Effect: 

How it could work: 
AS/
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All classes are taught both in the 
classroom and online

One platform for whole school

Variety of ways for students to 
access the online classroom

Online classroom can be 
customized for individual 
students to provided need 
supports



 Vision for what effective instruction looks like 
in a blended environment

 Teacher training for how to set up a blended 
classroom

 Teacher training for how to teach effectively 
in a blended environment

 Tolerance for teacher comfort level 
differences

 Accountability to monitor teacher compliance

What matters



Move from large group to more individualized instruction –
data-based intervention 

Facilitator of learning 

Think outside the box – change traditional lesson design to 
blended design 

 Incorporate different learning experiences 

Adaptive assessments lead to immediate feedback, more 
time to plan instruction and engaging activities 

Role of the Teacher



Ease of access

Maintain assignments

Collaborate with peers 
and teachers 

 Individualized learning

 Immediate feedback

Why It is Worth It for Students







How it works…

• Get the right teachers connected 
that can use the equipment and the 
curriculum effectively

• Have a dedicated space and/or a 
dedicated person to be responsible 
for the equipment 

• Make connections to content clear 
for students



Why it is worth it for students…

• Once in a lifetime experience

• Makes learning more tangible

• Experience with new and 
developing technologies 

• High Student Engagement
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When developing leaders (students, peers, teachers, 
principals), you need to be consistent and explicit in your 
practice.  

Talk about the why behind decisions

Give examples of leadership and non-leadership



 Moving people up too quickly or with little thought process 
behind the move

 Asking teacher leaders to do supervisory jobs

 Not clearly communicating why leadership decisions were made

 Sharing too much; teacher leaders should not be made privilege 
to other teachers personal information



Know yourself and be able to 
articulate your leadership 
beliefs

Remember that you are not 
creating a “Mini-Me”

Know your people 

Find the correct placements 
for individuals



 Clearly define roles

 Set people up for success

 Have realistic expectations

 Create a safe environment 

 Be prepared for them to leave



 On board whenever a person is given a new leadership 
position

 Clearly define what the role is and is not to the person & those 
effected by the position

 Create a transition plan looking at potential early problems, 
resistant co-workers, common errors, etc.



Set specific expectations

Discuss his/her areas of confidence and areas of concerns

Make asking questions & asking for help ok



Check in; don’t always make them come to you

Be observant; look for signs of stress or struggle

Explain your thought processes and the whys behind your 
decisions

Help determine which battles need to be fought



Be a sounding board

Review or help craft communications

Draw attention to potential pitfalls

Help to prepare for new situations or 
interaction with new people

Provide praise 

Give feedback



Check of expectations & progress

Provide specific leadership development

Give big picture overall feedback 

Move them towards more autonomy



Be honest but not hurtful

Be targeted

Don’t give too much

Time it appropriately

Know who you are talking to

Give or help the person to craft how to change based on 
the feedback 



Go to your participant packet and complete the 
leadership development review.
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“It’s all about the money”

 Be transparent

 Understand the financial policies of your state 
and district before you ever sign a single check

 It’s not your money



 “Know the rules if you are going to play the game”

 Pay attention to supreme court rulings, state laws, 
and district policies

 Don’t make rules you can’t or won’t enforce

 Know the union agreement



 All Communications

 Financial expectations

 Teacher handbook

 Post of Duty

 IEP modifications page

 Grades

 Testing

 ADA Request for Accommodations



Email

Email follow ups to faculty & staff after meetings

Email yourself details of a encounter with a faculty or staff 
member 

Email yourself notes about what you have said you will do. 

Calendar

Put reminders on your calendar                                                                                     
about how things went or what you                                                                                   
want to do differently this year.

Use a paper calendar to document                                                                                  
your day and your interactions                                                                       
with others



 TN State Law (TCA)

 TN State Board of Education Policies

 Federal Law

 District policies



Each 
section 

has MANY 
sections 
within of 
TN State 

Law



Guarantees 
teachers/admin 
current pay for 
next year if not 
notified by 5 
days after the 

last instructional 
day of the school 

year.



Teachers must 
give 30 days 
notice or the 
risk losing 
their license.



Educators 
have a 
code of 
ethics to 
follow.



Educators 
have a 
code of 
ethics to 
follow.



Dismissal Reasons:
• Incompetence
• Inefficiency
• Neglect of  Duty
• Unprofessional 
Conduct

• Insubordination



Administrators can 
be exempt from TASL 
credit after 15 years 
of being an admin. 





Discipline 
Schedule
This chart 

outlines the 
least and 
greatest 

disciplinary 
ranges for the 
offenses listed. 





 Title IX

 Title VI of Civil Rights Act of 1964 

 Individuals with Disabilities Act 

 Title II of Americans with Disabilities Act

 ESSA (formerly NCLB)



 Protects Title IX protects people from sex discrimination when 
they are engaged in education programs and activities that 
receive federal financial assistance.

 Enforced through the Office of Civil Rights (OCR)

 Prohibits educational institutions from discriminating on the basis 
of race, color, or national origin.



 The primary law covering special education, which gives disabled 
children equal access to the education system. 

 Disabilities under IDEA include mental retardation, autism, vision 
impairment, speech impairment, hearing impairment, emotional 
disturbance, traumatic brain injury, learning disabilities, and other 
impairments as defined by the law. 



 Provides comprehensive civil rights protection to qualified 
individuals who have disabilities, and it requires state and local 
governments to make reasonable modifications to any policies or 
practices that deny equal access to individuals with disabilities, 
except if a fundamental alteration to the program would result. 



 Replaced NCLB

 The purpose is to make sure public schools provide a quality 
education for all kids. Requires states to evaluate schools based on 
four key groups:

 Students in poverty

 Minorities

 Students who receive special education

 Those with limited English language skills





 Employee discipline procedures

 Student social media postings

 Teacher social media postings

 Teacher evaluation

 Employee MOU decisions (start/end times, employee dress, 
faculty meeting restrictions, expectations for staff for breaking up 
a student fight, etc)

 Parent Objections to Literature/class content



 A policy is a rule that governs how members of the school conduct their 
business. 

 Policies can be sent down from the federal, state, or local government or be 
developed by the school board or the principal. 

 A practice is how the business of the school is conducted. 
 Practice is how policies are actually implemented.

 Without solid practice implementation, policies will often fail. 

 Procedures are the steps that result in routines, habits, and expectations 
that define our practice. 

 Procedures are often imbedded in policies or developed later to help with the 
implementation of policies to help improve practice.





Every school needs 3Ps that are 

clear, thorough, and aligned 

with district policies in the 

following areas:

 Grades

 Finances

 Employee Relations

 Emergencies and Other 

Contingencies

 Running the School

Every classroom needs 3Ps that 

are clear, thorough, and aligned 

with district and school policies 

in the following areas:

 Grades

 Parent Relations

 Student Relations

 Emergencies and Other 

Contingencies

 Running the Classroom



 Choose one of the areas listed on the previous slide and review your 
polices, practices, and procedures.  

 Go through the flow chart provided to determine the effectiveness of your 
policies, practices, and procedures. 
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The message, although consistent, has to be communicated 
differently based on the audience

Don’t say anything you don’t want recorded and put on the 
internet or the nightly news. 

All messages need to be communicated positively 



Be timely and available

Admit when you are wrong

Communicate the

Communication 
is a 2-way street



Grades - weekly

Behavior – as needed, but before a pattern has been created

Growth – as soon as it happens 

Successes – when they happen

Exciting things – before they happen/when they are happening

If parents are expected to attend or participate at least 2 weeks 
in advance (Earlier is possible, but with frequent reminders)



 Keep it simple and straightforward

 Include only needed information

 When communicating with parents, stay clear of jargon 
and school terms with no explanation

 Think about everyone who will be receiving the message 
when you send it out. 

 Have a way for people to ask questions or get more 
information. 







Sample A
Sample B



How it works…

 Have a phone just for texting

 Get the number out to students in a variety of ways

 Explain the concept and benefits to students, teachers, 
parents, and supervisors

 Always respond



Why it is worth it…

Way for students to feel more directly connected to the principal

Find out about potential issues, so they can be stopped 

Contact with students when school is not in session
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How it works…

 Have multiple platforms that can be accessed by students, 
parents, and alum

 Control who has access to upload content

 Keep the focus positive 

 Use to give information

 Monitor responses 

 Keep it professional



Why it is worth it…

 Can reach multiple groups quickly

 Keeps parent and alums feeling connected

 Allows an opportunity to showcase all of the positive in the 
school

 Way to recognize and praise a wide variety of teachers, 
staff, and students



Why it is worth it…

Example of the impact of our 
social media activity. Our 
Facebook page reached 
35,476 people in a week.



Why it is worth it…

 Parents get to see the learning 
their students are doing

 Future students and parents 
get to see the opportunities 
available to them



Why it is worth it…

 The small positive impacts 
your students are having is 
showcased

 Any student can have the 
joy of seeing themselves 
as part of the school & 
being the “face” of the 
school



What to watch out for…

 Negative comments being posted or school being tagged 
or linked to negative events

 Mixing personal and professional 

 Teachers using the technology inappropriately 

 Anonymity 



How to handle the negatives

 Have negative posts removed immediately 

 Have a social media policy and best practice and share it 
with teachers

 Keep your own posts positive and professional



How to 
handle the 
negatives…
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How it works…
Direct ways to communicate with students:

 Texting

 Email

 Social Media

 Student created videos & social media

 Announcements 

This is in conjunction with being in the hall and in classrooms. 



How it works…

Direct ways to communicate with parents:

 Texting

 Email

 Phone Calls

 Social Media (especially Facebook)

 E-Newsletter



How it works…
Direct ways to communicate with faculty & staff:

 Email

 Social Media as a public way to showcase teachers

 “Weekly Words to the Warriors”

 “Facts of the Day”

 “H.A.W.D.?” results



An effective communication system…

 Includes all stakeholders

 Is manageable

 Is consistent in message but tailored for all stakeholders

 Has a variety of formats

Look at your participant packet to assess your current 
communication plan. 
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Follow your
district policy.

Talk to them when asked 
(if allowed by rule 1).

Nothing is off 
the record.



They will 
wait while 

you prepare.

Stick to 
your talking 

points.

Be conscious of your facial expressions.



Don’t engage in 
online comments.

Whatever you say can (and most likely will) 
be taken out of context. 





Don’t reenact negative events 
(like a student getting injured 
or property being damaged.)

Don’t lie.
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Keep your priorities in focus 

This is easier said than done.  There are 
demands that are constantly pulling on you, 
and everyone will act like what they want 
done is the most important thing ever. 

What Actually Matters
The health & well being of 

you

the people you love

your students

your teachers/staff

The education & growth of 

you

the people you love

your students

your teachers/staff



 Deal with people during the day and paperwork after hours

 Separate the urgent from the important

 Set deadlines for others earlier than you need

 Get comfortable that you will have to leave projects in the middle 
and have to come back to it later.

 Keep notes to keep yourself from repeating mistakes

 Find YOUR best method



Remember why you got into 
this job and do things that 

give you that joy.



When deciding what to delegate ask these questions:

Have you done this before?

Does this have to be handled by you?

Do you have the right person to complete the task?

Can a larger task be divided into smaller tasks?



Things to remember when delegating:

Give clear directions with specific expectations

Set deadlines that will allow you to check the work as 
needed.

No matter what, they will not do it like you (and that is ok)
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 The effect of a positive mentor cannot be overstated. 

 You need to actively seek your own mentor. 

 A Mentor should be

 Trustworthy 

 Loyal 

 Straightforward 

 Ethical

 Knowledgeable

 Like-minded



You can’t 
just give, 

and give, 
and give,
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http://www.realschoolleaders.com/



